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Basic 5kills

Modeling

Q10B.1 Suppose we confine an electron to a box whose
length is roughly equal to an atom's diameter (=0.2 nm).
If we perform an experiment to evaluate the electron,s

Q10M.1 Consider a photon in a perfectly mirrored box of
length L. This is a quanton-in-a-box problem, but the results
in section Q10.3 do not apply because our derivation there
assumed that the quanton was nonrelativistic. The main
difference between a photon and a nonrelativistic quanton is the relationship between energy and momenfum:
for a photon, n= lilc (in SI r:nits), but for a nonrelativistic
quanton, E=l|l'/Z*. Use thisto deterrrine the possible
energies of a photon in a perfectly mirrored box.

energ'y,

what are the three lowest values we could get?

Q108.2 Suppose we confine an electron to a very thin wire
5.0 nm long. We do an experiment to evaluate the electronls electron and find it to be 0.376 eY. What is the value
of z for the electron's energy eigenfunction after the experiment is over?
can model an atomic nucleus as a box for
protons and neutrons whose length is equal to the nucleus'
diameter (=8 fm - 8 x L0-1s m). If we do an experiment to
measure the energy of aneutron in such a nucleus, roughly
what is the smallest possible result? (Hint: mc2 for a neutron is about 939 MeV.)

Q10B.3 Suppose we

Q108.4 Verify that the Bohr radius,as

=

Atreoh2/mez is

indeed about 0.053 nm.

Q108.5 A ryanine dye molecule has a spine of carbon atoms
along which elecbons can freely havel, but which has barriers at each md of the spine that an electron cannot get
past. We can model an electron in this molecule as if it
were a quanton in a box. If the distance between barriers
is 0.93 nm, what are the lowest three energies that a spine
electron might have?

Q108.6 hnagine that the wavefunction for an electron in

a

hydrogen atom is equal to the n = 7 energy eigenfunction
for that atom. What is the electron's energy? What is the
approximate radius of its effective "orbit"?

.{>

Q108.7 One way in which

a water molecule can vibrate has
measured angular frequenry of e :3.0 x 1014 s-t. What
is the value of ha n eV for this system if we model it as a
simple harrronic oscillator? What are its lowest three possible energy values?
a

Q10B.8 The separation between the atoms in an HCI
(hydrochloric acid) molecule can vibrate with a measured
angular frequenry of u = 5.6 x 1014 s-t. What is the value
of hu n eV for this system if we model it as a simple har-otris escillator? What are its lowest three possible energy
values?

Q108.9 Write down the harrnonic oscillator energy eigenfunction for n :6. (You may leave factors of b and c6 in
your final result.)
Q108.10 Write down the harmonic oscillalsl energy eigenfunction ftor n :7. (You may leave factors of b and c1 in
your final result.)

QL0M.2 Consider a nitrogen (Nr) molecule bouncing around
a box 10 cm on a side. Pretend that the molecule can only
move in one dimension. Note that the mass of an Nz molecule is roughly 28 times that of a proton.
(a) What is the approximate value of n for the molecule's
energy eigenfunction i-f it has an energy E, = 0.025 eV
that one would expect from random thermal motion?
O) Estirrrate the ratio AF/E, for this value of n, where
AE is the energy difference betwem adjacent possible
energies in the neighborhood of En.
(c) Would the energies available to this molecule seem continuous, as classical mechanics would predict?
Q10M.3 Lnagine that the proton and electron in a hydrogen atom were not charged. They could still form an atom
based on the gravitational (instead of electrostatic) attraction between the two quantons. What would be (a) the
minimum orbital radius and (b) the minimum energy of
the electron in this gravitational atom?
Q10M.4 The potential enerry of the strong interaction between
two quarks has the approximate form V(r) = br, where b
is some constant. Assume we have a light quark of mass
,z interacting with a very massive quark. Using the same
basic approach we used for the Bohr nnodel, find the possible energies and orbital radii of this system. If the light
quark's rest energy mc2 = 370 MeV for the light quark and
b = 15 tons = 150,000 N (these approximate the actual
values for this system), estimate the minimum radius of
the lighter quark's "orbit." (Hints: The magnitude of the
force exerted on the little quark in its orbit is given by
F = | dV / drl= b. You should-find that E, o n'/'.)
Q10M.5 Suppose the potential energy associated with the
interaction between an electron and some fixed system
is a three-dimensional version of the harmonic oscillator
potential energy fuaction: V(r) = |mw2r2, where r is the
distance between the movable quanton and the origin.
(a) Using the same assumptions and approach we took in
the Bohr model for this system, find an expression for
the possible energies of this system.
(b) How does your result compare to that for the onedimensionalharmonic oscillator (see equation Q10.19)?
(Hint: The mag4itude of the spring-like force on the movable quanton is lF

I
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Q10M.5 Physicists have been able to create hydrogen-like
atoms in which the electron has been replaced by a muon,
an elernentary particle that has the same basic properties
as the electron except its mass is 210 times larger and its
lifetime is a few microseconds.
(a) Assuming that the Bohr model accurately describes
such an atom, what is the lowest energy that the muon
. in this aton can have (in eV)?
(b) What is the radius of its effective "orbiI" in this state?
(Hinf: What dranges in the formulas we developed for the
Bohr model?)

Q10M.7 A He* ion has one electron, just as a hydrogen atom
does, but it has two protons in its nucleus instead of one.
What are the possible energies for the electron h this ion?
(Hint:Whar changes in the formulas we developed for the
Bohr model?)

nanofabrication techniques, it is currently
possible to construct a microscopic cantilever oscillator
(like a tuning fork), which we can model as a simple harmonic oscillator with a mass of m = 10-12 kg and an angular frequency of u = 2n x 1000 s-1. Suppose this cantjlever
is in its lowest possible energy state. The rurcertainty in the
position of the cantilever's tip in this state will be roughly
the same as the width of the harmonic oscillator model's
wavefunction for this energy'state. What is the latter's
width? Compare with the size of an atom. (Take the width

.+Q10M.8 Using

of the wavefunction to be about equal to the

distance

between the dassical tuming points.)

Q10M.9 Consider an HCI molecule. The hydrogen atom in
this molecule has a mass we can look up (see the inside
front cover), and the cllorine mass is enough larger that
we can (to a first degree of approximation) consider it to be
fixed. The bond between these atoms has a local minimum
when the atoms are separated by 0.13 nm, and for "small

.

oscillations" around that minimum, the bond's potential
energy can be modeled as a harmonic oscillator potential
energy function. Suppose we find that the energy difference between adjacent energy eigenvalues for a vibrating
HCI molecule is 0.37 eV.

(a) What is the effective spring constant k, for the bond
between these atoms?
(b) The width of the energy eigenfunction is roughly equal
to the distance between classical turning points for the
eigenfunctions corresponding energy. Assuming that
the HCI molecule is in its lozoest vibtaional energy
state, what is this distance?
(c) Does this qualify as a "small oscillation"? If so, how
high would n have to become for the small-oscillation
approximation to break down? Iusftfy your reasoning
(there is room for some debate here).

*r direction will have an EEF that is"the
complex version of a sinusoidal traveling wave:

is traveling in the

tt,(x, t)

=

tF*(#) . "r(#))

where p, is the

r

component of the quanton's momentum,

f is time, B is a (possibly complex) constant, i

=

J4,

and

Planck's constant. Note that for a free
noruelativistic quanton moving purely along the I axis,
p = p!/2m * p,: tlffi-E, where the sign depends on
whether the quanton is moving to the right or left. fWhile
this waveftrnction is comple& the only thing you need to
know about complex numbers to do this problem is that
you c.m treat I like any ordinary constart and that the
absolute square of a complex number of the form a * ib
(where a andb are real) b az + b2.)
When we put such a quanton in a box, the box boundaries will completely reflect the traveling wave/ so as we
saw in drapter Q2, the quanton's fofal wavefunctoninside
the box must be a superposition of an upright right-going
wave and an inverted left-going wave

h.=h/2tr,where

!t,(x,

h is

t)='{.*(tr+e) .

tt).
- c{'"'(-letl-

"'(trF.)}
(Qi0'2s)
""(f4-}

where C is a different (possibly complex) constant. Note
lhat p, = - | I I for the left-going wave, but both waves correspond to *re same definite mergy E =lil'/Zm.
(a) I have chosen the sign of the second term so that the
wavefunction is zero at r = 0 at all times, as it must be
at this box boundary. Show that this is true.
(b) Use some trigonometric idmtities to show that we can
rewrite this function in the form

rlt,(x,t)= 2Clsin(Er) + icos(Er)l

tin(+)

(Q10.26)

,This is the complex version of the standing wave for-

it consists of a stationary
sinusoidal position-dependent wave with an amplitude that oscillates in time.

mula- given in chapter Q2;

(c) Showihat
1,t,,@,t)|'z

=lzcl"*(+)

(Qto.2n

Note that this is independent of time, as the a$solute
square of a stationary state should be.
(d) We can actually choose C to be anything we want. Let's
choose C so that ZiC = A is real. Given this, show that

lsr(x,0):^tt(+)
Note that since we must choose

Derivations

(e10.24)

(Q10.28)

lFl:h/1, : hn/2l

to ht n half-wavelengths between the boundaries, we
have equation Q10.2.

Q10D.1 Here is a more detailed argument about what the
energy eigenfunction of a quanton in a box should be. It
tums out that a free quanton with a definite energy E that

Q10D.2 Consider a quanton in a box whose length (that
is, the distance between the quanton's tuming points)
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HOMEWORK PROBLEMS
Basic Skills
Q118.1 Suppose an electron is trapped

Modeling
in a box whose

length is 0.85 nm. What is the longest wavelength of light
that could be emitted by this system? Is that Ught visible?

Q118.2 Suppose an electron is trapped

in a box whose

length is 0.32 nm. What is the longest wavelength of light
that could be emitted by this system? Is that ]ight visible?

Q118.3 Argue that a transition from any level in the hydro.

gm atom to the r = 4 level will produce

a photon whose

wavelength is too long to be visible.

-f> QnB.4 Find the wavelength of the photon emitted during a
4
- 3 kansition in a hydrogen atom.
-f>

Q118.5 Find the wavelength of thephoton emitted during
5 * 4 transition in a hydrogen atom.

a

A certain quantum oscillator has hu = 2.0 eV. How
many of its emission lines are visible?

Qt1M.1 Suppose an electron is tr-apped

in a box whose

length is L. What is the smallest value that L can have if an
excited electron in the box possibly produces visible light?
Q11M.2 Suppose an electron is trapped in a box whose
length is 1.2 nm. Draw a spectrum chart (like figwe Q11.2)
showing all its oisible ernission lines.
Q11M.3 Imagine that an electron is trapped in h box whose
lmgth is 0.80 nm. Draw a spectrum drart (like figure Q11.2)
showing all iE z)isible emission lines.
Q11M.4 Suppose that the spectrum of a quantum harmonic
oscillator contains only two visible lines, one at 589 nm
and one at 459 nm. Identify the differmce in n for these
transitions and find fir.r for this system. (Hin f; Calculate the
ratio of these photons'energies.)

-f>Q118.6

Q118.7 Suppose we put

24 electrons in a box. After the electrons settle into their lowest possible energy levels, what is
n for the highest occupied box energy level?

Q118.8 Suppose we put 24 spin-0 pions in a box. After the
pions settle into their lowest possible energy levels, what
is n for the highest occupied box energy level?

Q11B.9 Does adding boron to a sificon crystal make it more
conductive? Why or why not? Explain your reasoning.
Q118.10 Suppose we increase a semiconductor's absolute
temperature from 150 K to 300 K. The semiconductor's
band gap is 1.06 eV and k3T for 300 K = 0.025 eV. (a) Does
the semiconductor's conductivity increase or decrease?
(b) By about what factor? Explain your reasoning. (Hint:
How much more or less likely is it for a conduction band
energy level to be occupied by an electron?)

Q118.11 Suppose we can adjust a semiconductor's band
gap from 1.0 eV to 2.0 eV by changrng a certain impurity's
concentration. (a) Other things being equaf does the semiconductor become more conductive or less conductive as
we do this? (b) By about what factor at room temperatue

(where ktT = 0.025 eV)? E4plain your reasoning. (Hint:
How much more or less likely is it for an energy level in
the conduction band to be occupied by an electron?)

Q118.L2 Suppose we wanted to create an LED that produces
green light with a wavelength of 530 nm. What energy gap
do we want between the lowest occupied levels in the
n-type semiconductor and the highest unoccupied levels
in the p-type semiconductor?

Q11M.5 Suppose that the spectrum of a quantum harmonic
oscillator contains only three visible lines, one at 689 nm,
one at 517 nm and one at 413 nm. Identi-fy the difference in
z for these transitions and find ftw for this system. (Hfzt:
Calculate the ratios of these photons'energies.)

Q11M.6 Suppose thai the only visible photons an electron
in a box of unknown length emits have wavelengths of
689 nm and 413 nm. Identify the transitions and find the
box's length. (Hlnf: Find the ratio of these photons' mergies, use that to in-fer the transition that emitted eadr, and
use that to calculate the ground-state energy of the box.)
Q11M.7 Imagine that the only visible photons an electron
in a box of unknown length emits have wavelengths of
520 nm and 443 rurt. Identify the transitions and find the
box's lmgth. (Hfnt: Find the ratio of these photoru' energies, use that to infer the transition that emitted each, and
use that to calculate the ground-state energy of the box.)
Q11M.8 AHe* ion has one electron, just as a hydrogm atom
does, but its nucleus has two protons instead of one.
(a) Find a formula for an emission-line wavelength ,tr
for He+ in terms of the magnitude of the hydrogen
ground-state energy I fr I = tg.e eV nioiua and n5,.1.
(Hlnf: Review the derivation of the Bohr model and
determine how having two protons in the nudeus
affects the results for a6 and E,.)
(b) Show that all transitions to n :5 from n > L2 produce
visible emission lines, and find the limiting wavelength of this series of lines as n + @.
(c) There are nine other emission lines within the visible
region (700 nm to 400 nm). Find the wavelengths of fruo
of these and speci.fy the corresponding transitions.

